
16078: "a month started in italy finding it really foggy but quite warm and later 

going to london finding a much colder and rainy weather until at last experiencing 

some nice heat and sun walking extensively along the thames and at last coming to 

sweden finding the worst of weathers always turning into a cold overcast and rain 

experienced while with august at his place and to finish going to the netherlands 

finding a much nicer temperature and many days turning into sun particularly 

experienced while walking around with myrthe"

18074: "wind experienced while in italy exploring some beautiful palladian villas 

with myrthe and also the wind while walking up the novegno mountain to then also 

experience london cold wind and later some mighty wind back in stockholm always 

getting stronger up at my university particularly with the bad spring weather and 

finally  experiencing  subtle  wind  in  the  netherlands  going  around  looking  for 

houses to purchase"

12097: "many dead people due to natural calamities particularly in nepal after an 

earthquake and still casualties in the arabic countries including now yemen ut 

also several dead people in north america"

17054:  "still  a  lot  of  clouds  detected  during  a  long  period  in  stockholm 

unemployed and yet enjoying the sunny cold winter now observing many snails and 

turtles but mostly horses and riding scenes with a few naked women always laying 

and a few war related images"

01137: "a month with not so much activities with again quite some traveling going 

first to my alpine shelter and doing no work there as myrthe's father was also 

visiting and then going to london doing mostly walking and not so much activities 

before returning briefly to sweden to teach and doing mostly university related 

activities and thereafter going to the netherlands looking for a house with myrthe 

and lastly doing a lot of work in the end packing and even demolishing the things 

i built in my swedish apartment also driving them to the dump"

05077: "a lot of walking in various places to begin with in italy visiting some 

palladio's villas by thiene with myrthe and then also walking with her and her 

father on the novegno mountain finding a nice way to go all around it and then 

walking very much in london going from all the way from the center to the docks 

and back following mostly the thames river to then also do quite some walking in 

utrecht  taking  advantage  of  the  holidays  and  walking  also  with  jason  to  the 

italian ice cream place and also walking with sweet mythe to check a few places to 

buy like in amsterdam and in culemborg but also walking in rotterdam where i gave 

a lecture and back in stockholm"

06041: "running quite okay with the coming of the spring but again with too much 

traveling and taking advantage of some sunny days in the netherlands to run the 

day before my opening and even back in södertälje prior going to another opening 

in frankfurt and later also a couple of times running in the university gym even



if my back got more stiff and at last i was also talking to an italian secretary"

04066:  "a  period  feeling  the  disillusion  of  many  of  my  exhibitions  and 

particularly missing my new artists friends back in the continent getting quite 

depressed of the swedish weather and being left alone by august now spending his 

weekend with his new family but then getting happier making plan with myrthe about 

getting a place together despite our uncertainties"

03075: "songs mostly heard while being with myrthe and having her singing songs 

over and over like a little radio particularly while on holiday together in the 

alps and also hearing songs visiting my old friends partying on the hills and then 

also experiencing the same with august also getting quite lyric and even listening 

to freddy mercury together and beside hearing songs while in belgium and later in 

frankfurt but also at the university gym"

10067: "people met at the university like an italian scholar from emilia romagna 

and his feelo phd student from germany but also a russian visitor and many other 

visitors coming to stockholm for a conference particularly studying in london and 

photographing them after taking them on a long excursion around stockholm ending 

up in the rose garden"

15067: "a month spent with quite good air coming from outside but cleaning up my 

apartment before renting it and facing quite some dust particularly removing the 

inner wall i had previously constructed and beside that spending a short period 

with  clean  air  in  utrecht  prior  going  briefly  back  to  sweden  and  taking  my 

parents' friends for a refreshing walk to finally ending up in san francisco and 

experiencing already the traffic there coming out of the airport and later biking 

from sunnyvale to mountainview and back on busy roads"

16079: "a month experiencing a very awful swedish weather helping alberto to move 

from the apartment and driving several times to the dump with trash to throw and a 

beatting  rain  hoping  to  find  a  great  weather  in  california  but  in  fact 

experiencing the cloudy and rainy san francisco alternating with the heat of 

sunnyvale particularly during a bike ride and walk in rancho san antonio and also 

experiencing bad weather in santa cruz prior moving all together to san francisco 

and getting mostly bad and windy weather requiring me to get a second hand jersey"

18075: "not so much wind to begin with but up on the university and walking 

around stockholm with a group of italians friends of my parents but mostly while 

with august in his apartment and in later while in malmö fro a supervision to then 

going to san francisco for a show and not so much experiencing any wind while 

walking  and  biking  a  lot  in  the  southern  and  sunny  suburbs  but  at  last 

experiencing a lot of cold wind in the city particularly in for mason right in 

front of alcatraz where the venue was located"

04067: "a month feeling frustrated to begin with taking up alberto's paranoia



after he was left by his girlfriend and then feeling quite frustrated staying in 

an american family in san francisco and finally feeling better walking the nice 

hills of rancho san antonio and biking a long way and at last feeling quite stable 

while working at the exhibit back in the city and getting quite flattered about 

all the compliments after the opening but getting quite unhappy back in cold and 

rainy sweden and feeling happy again only with august"

11105: "trash picked first while briefly in italy mostly with myrthe scouting 

small towns next to our mountain place and picking a lot of it from a clothes 

market and then going in london and at first finding very little trash walking 

down the gentrified city but then finding much more going to the suburbs and 

walking up and down the entire city"

11106: "still most trash picked while in london particularly walking on busy and 

dirty road but then also some trash picked back in sweden prior going to san 

francisco and only finding very little trash in the gentrified suburbs home to 

many tech companies"


